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THEORIES EMBEDDED IN THE EVENTS
OF CLINICAL SUPERVISION:

A HERMENEUTIC APPROACH

NOREEN B. GARMAN, Unif:vtty of Piasbwb

As I consider the context of clinical supervision, the words of a beloved
hermeneutic philosopher come to mind. Kermit the Frog, in the song "'he
Rainbow Connection," says. "Somebody thought of it and someone believed
it / Look what it's done so far." So it is with clinical supervision. In one sense,
Morris Cogan thought of it, and Robert Goldhammer and others believed it
Through their interpretations, we can "look what it's done so far." We have
created an identifiable entity with a life apart from the original authors. Thus,
clinical supervision can probably best be described as an intellectual tradition
(albeit a modest one). Its contributors come from diverse perspectives, and
each one tries to capture the essence of clinical supervision and construe it
for a particular purpose. For those who need a reified version of clinical
supervision, this diversity causes considerable upset (Witness the tide of an
Association of Teacher Educator's conference session a few years ago, "Will
the Real Clinical Supervision Please Stand Up.") We raise issues of legitimacy
periodically as part of the discourse in the field. Yet, after all, the discourse,
both scholarly and not-so-scholarly, gives the tradition its vitality.

Although Cogan and Goldhammer are the acknowledged seminal authors
in the tradition,' their notions of "clinical experience" and "clinical professor-
ship" were echoing through the educational environment at Harvard in the
1940s and '50s.2 James Conant, then president of Harvard, proposed that
there be "intermediaries between the basic social sciences and the future
practitioner" and, in particular, "that the induction of the teacher into a
classroom through practice teaching should be under the supervision of an
experienced school teacher who holds high rank as a university professor

'Morris L Cogan, aCUal SApverton (Boston Houghton MiffRn, 1973); Robert Goidham-
mer, ClncamlSpson. specal Meabfor Abe SopWrn of 7o baSs (New Yod Hdt,
Rinehart & Wnston, 1969).

'Arthur Powell, The Unceri Professon. HandA-d fbdeSoae& bfor Sjducron, Auor/ty
(Cambridge Havard University Press, 1990, Daniel Tanner and Laurel Tanner, Sevidaon bi
euc/aon, Problem and Paeas (New York Manmllan, 1987).
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and ... should also be in dose touch with the new developments in the
educational siences." In their activities at Harvard in the 1950s, Cogan and
Goldhammer worked in clinical programs and fashioned their pictures of in
class supervision from the daily events of practice. Cogan calls his depiction
ara onale, and Goldhammer writes about metbods. Yet both, in their writing,
stay dose to the events of in-class supervision for their descriptions. Most
educators accept establishing a relationship with the teacher, observing class-
room teaching, analyzing classroom scenarios, and holding a conference with
the teacher as the basic events of clinical supervisory practice. To view the
events in methodological form, both authors compartmentalized the events.
Cogan called them phases, Goldhammer labeled them stages. Their texts
established the basis for subsequent interpretations of the nascent practice.

Instrumental versions of clinical supervision began to emerge from the
Cogan and Goldhammer texts. Mosher and Purpel have plucked out of the
larger picture of clinical supervision a piece that they claim is a general
obectlve. 'planning for, observation, analysis, and treatment of the teacher's
classroom performance." The piece they describe in one chapter defines
clinical supervision as the "actual [Le., observable] teaching performance and
the results of the teaching" Here we begin to see clinical supervision viewed
functionallyas an instrument, or tool, in their interpretation of in-class supervi
sion. They stress counseling theory and, in particular, ego counseling, for the
basis of supervisory practice.

In Techniques in ibe Clincal Supervon of Teachers, Acheson and Gall
expand their instrumental version to include functional applications for plan
ning, observing, and holding conferences with teachers.s Glickman frames his
version of supervision in developmental theories grounded in psychology,
and he uses clinical supervision instrumentally as in-class supervision.6 Glatt
horn "differentiates" clinical supervision from what he calls cooperative pro-
fessional development, self-directed development, and administrative moni
toring. McGreal is typical of the evaluation enterprise that has coopted clinical
supervision for the practice of in-class evaluation of teaching.8 The list of
narrow instrumental versions goes on and on.

Instrumental thinking has led to a form of commodification of clinical
supervision Educational entrepreneurs have developed training packages and

James conam, bTe Educaton ofAmeran Teadmrs (New York McGraw-Hill, 1963).
'Ralph Moser and David Purpel, Supeision. The Reluams Profeson (Boston. Houghton

iflr, 1972), p.78
sKeith Acheson and Meredith Gall, Teobq n bthe lca Supervsion of Tadem. Pre

swz*e and In-ea, 4ceWcm (New York Longman, 1980).
Carl Gldnan, Sp n of In0=h' A De.enoPmen Approac( (Boson. Allyn &

Baon, 1985).
?Allan Glatthon, Dfferen:faedSupendon (Alexandria, VA. Assodation for Supervision and

Curriculum Development 1984).
llonusa Mcreal, Suc$ckg Tbacb Evauatiorn (Alexandria, VA. Association for Supervi-
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lucrative consulting services. Erlene Minton, Sue Welsh, Madeline Hunter, and
of course, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development are
typical of those who help to cast clinical supervision as a marketable item,
portable enough to dispense in films, tapes, and brochures for one- or two-
day workshops. In turn, the politization of clinical supervision flourishes as
state-level initiatives include clinical supervision asavehide for school reform,
especially through districtwide accountability programs.9

Despite the "uses and abuses" approach to clinical supervision, scholars
and practitioners remain and contribute to the tradition, which Smyth has
characterized in several articles as the "robust nature" of this idea and its
ability to survive over time. In 1976, theJournalofReseari* andDetlopmen
in Educaton devoted an entire issue to clinical supervision, and in his article,
Sergiovanni expressed a view similar to Smyth's: "'The intellectual capital
inherent in clinical supervision is in my view more important than its work
flow as articulated into steps, strategies, and procedures." °0 In 1980, it was still
possible to contain a bibliography of articles on clinical supervision; that is
no longer the case." That same year, Anderson and Kravewsld published a
second edition of the Goldhammer text.? Undoubtedly, the most prolific
scholar today in the field is John Smyth of Australia, who has combined a
critical theory approach to the practice of clinical supervision Smyth has
also edited Learning about Teaching tarougb Clinial Supevsio, bringing
together in that volume known scholars in the field' 3 We are beginning to
get critical theoretic perspectives from those outside the field who analyze
and critique clinical supervision in terms of social and political "power
regimes." 14 So clinical supervision grows rich with interpretations through
the discourse carried on within the tradition.

THEORETIC UNDERPINNINGS

Cogan and Goldhammer didn't invent clinical supervision. They experi-
enced it intensely in the context of daily life in the clinical setting of the master
of arts in teaching teacher-education program. They developed, in a grounded-

9W.John Smyth and Noreen a Garman, "Supervision as School Refomu A Critical Pedagogi-
cal Pespecve,"Jounal ofEducation Polcy 4 (Winter 1989).

ilhonas J. Sergiovanni, "Toward a Theory of Clinical Supervislon, Jounal of Rerob
and Dret epm tn Edu on 9 (Winter 1976) 22.

"Cheryl Sullivan, C Ica Supervisi A Sta-ofjbe-A A Review (Axlndria, VAk A socidt on
for Supervision and Curriculum Developent 1980).

'aRobert Goldharner, Robert A nderson, and Robert Kraewskc, brnlS
Merbodfobr the Supaton f reoracbs, 2nd ed. (New Yodcr Hot. Rinehat & Winson, 1980).

'VW.John Smyth, ed.,L/,gabaout Treabtn a a a t ondon Croom
Helm, 1986.

"HenrySL Maurice, "ClnicalSupervision and Pow Regimes ofns M e,"
in Ctical Std in Ta ber Educatbnin Fotloe, obey and _Prtkce, ed Thomas S.
Popkewll (Philadelphia: Falmer ress, 1987).
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theory way, the substantive theories to explain the phenomena already there
for them to represent Their representations took the form of the events they
were living and reflecting about I do not think of either one as instrumentalists
in their writing, but I recognize Cogan's dilemma. He was caught under the
pervasive influence of the rationalist view of science and struggled to provide
a logical portrayal of the practice of clinical supervision in spite of the pressure
he continually felt'5

Thirty some years later, it may be time to look deeper into the events of
clinical supervision to search for "immanent meanings," as Husserl says.'6

These Immanent meanings represent the essences of events, the theoretic
meanings that are more or less universal-like because they allow us to go
beyond the procedural nature of the events themselves. In this way, we
can generate understandings about the practice so that we can create new
procedures and techniques that still remain faithful to the intellectual spirit
of the clinical supervision tradition. By taking a hermeneutic view, we can
unlock the events of clinical supervision to reveal some embedded theories
that may represent the essences of the events.'7

A THEORY OF CONSENSUAL DOMAIN:
ESTABISHING A COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIP

In Cogan's version of clinical supervision, the first phase is "establishing
the teacher-supervisor relationship." During this period, the supervisor

a establishes the clinical relationship between himself and the teacher;
b. helps the teacher to achieve some general understandings about clinical supervi-

sion and a perspectve on its sequences; and
c. begins to nduct heteacher Into his new role and functions in supervision. These

first-phase operations are generally well advanced before the supervisor enters
the teacher's classroom to observe his teaching?

In the second edition of Goldhammer, this relationship is based on the
supervisor's ability to establish "rapport nurturance":

"This ambiaence-beween the need to be more "scientific" and the pitfalls of scentism-
as preed by Coqpn in several of my conversatons with him.

'ery Jennains "Husse visited The Fgoten Distinction between Psychology and
Phelomenogy."Amlnran Pdto/bogist 41 (Novanber 1986) 1231-1240.

"Hnemeetws is a part of a philosophic tradition ounony described as the art (and
somemes, science) of terplneg tlauage I.t is the study of understanding especially the
ask of understanding texa. Badcound references for this paper include Josef Blelcher, 7be
Hm _,etc_ lmagkatirm Outie of a Post O*iqe ojf Sentan and S#cdo/ (Boston.
Rotdede & egan RPau, 1982): Ray Howard. hreoe Faes q nenH i An InModuobn to
CwuaW eno*s of hsdading (Berkee University of Calforia Press, 1982);, Ridchard
PalmeH akLa hae adh 7nsyiSo nademdibeyrD,Heldegger, andCadamer
(ELaaon, Northestern University Press, 1969>, Paul Ricoeur, Hmenetaland beHuman
Sdsnac, ed and tra J. . Thompson (New Yord Cambridge University Press, 1981).

"Morris Cogan, anca Seavfti (Bosso Houghton Miflin, 1973), p. 11.
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... the nourishing and developing of a harmonious relationship between the clinical
supervisor and the teache he responsibility for nourishing this type of relationship
belongs to the clinical supervisor. The numrance mlust be a continual, conscious
process. It necessitates use of human relations skills, in appropriate degrees and with
appropriate timing' 9

This condition is confirmed as part of Goldhammer's first step, "the pre-
observation conference." From these descriptions, we get a sense that the
supervisor Is responsible for creating an understanding with the teacher that
the two will have a working relationship with genuine reciprocity. The theory
of comensualdomain does not reject or replace this notion; it does, however,
help to explain the inherent difficulties in the rationale.

The term consensuta domain was originally explicated by Humberto
Maturana, a Chilean neurobiologist whose work has centered on understand-
ing how biological processes can give rise to the phenomena of cognition
and language.s In effect, consensual domain is a theory of learning. One of
Maturana's main objectives is to overcome the tendency (imposed on us by
our language) to treat mental terms as though they could be meaningfully
taken as descriptions of state or structure. For our purpose here, the "struc-
ture" is our proclivity to construe the actions of clinical supervision as models
or techniques-a representation to be carried out in its formally construed
stable state. Authors and researchers who treat clinical supervision in this
fashion perpetuate, as Maturana would say, "the fallacy of instructive interac-
tion" when they try to deal with the actions of educational events by making
them into models. In simple terms, Maturana suggests that we do not learn
to think and behave in certain ways through external models as representa-
tions of events. We learn in consensual domains through which social interac-
tion is presumed. By virtue of the discourse that we tacitly agree to and
recognize, we create a linguistic domain that has as the central feature of
human intelligence cooperative systems of consensual interactions. Language
is a pattern of mutually orienting action. The consensual domain exists for a
social community of cognition.

When Cogan and Goldhammer wrote about clinical supervision, they
were experiencing the activities within the optimum consensual domain of
clinical supervision. In the environment of the master of arts in teaching
summer school program at Harvard, supervision was a taken-for-granted part
of the program where everyone was expected to be a learner. Supervisors
were in the same classrooms every day, meeting with teachers and interns
before and after classroom visits and theorizing about effective teaching and

'Robet Ctoldhammer, RobenAnd s, and Robenrt Klaewsld aboa .
Mebotdrhfor be S5msion of Teadse,. 2nd ed. (New Yorc: Holt, Rinehart & Wnston, 1980),
p. 53.

Humnbeo MAuran, BIology of 1,aruae The 4Epmio of Rality, n in7)t o.y
and MB qlo mnft ua ad Tbogth Essays in Honor qhBc Lemmbeg, ed. G A. Miller and
Eric Lenneberg (New Yorku Academic Press, 1978).
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effective supervision as a matter of course. Clinical supervision was a consen-
stal domain within that program. Other clinical contexts, such as student
teachfng in undergraduate education and counseling, have, for the most part,
an established consensual domain for clinical supervision within those areas
of pre-service study.

Over the years, clinical supervision has been a practice that is part of
three different groups of people in three different environments: the pre-
service teachers fin education programs, the induction teachers who are just
entering the profession, and the maturing professionals who are seasoned
practitioners. The third group, the mature professionals, cannot easily become
part of the consensual domain of clinical supervision. To further complicate
the possibility, administrators and entrepreneurs have seized the term cldcal
=almwson and forced it (by making it into a model) into another, more
recognizable consensual domain in the public school-districtwide evalua-
tion of teachers. In general, clinical supervision in the public school has
become synonymous with teacher evaluation no matter how hard the scholars
have insisted that supervision and evaluation are separate functions..

We must do more than think about "establishing a relationship:' even
with the most nurturing and empathetic sense of rapport and support Clinical
supervision can be ef active only If we understand the need for a consensual
domain to be part of the practice Consensual domain goes beyond the one-
to-one interaction of two individuals. It involves a community consensus, a
home, for the practice of clinical supervision

OBSERVATION:
CREATING A TEXT

Cogan describes the observation phase as follows: "The supervisor
observes the instruction in person and/or by way of other observers and other
techniques for recording classroom events."2 ' According to Goldhammer,
'The principal purpose of Observation is to capture realities of the lesson
objectively enough and comprehensively'enough to enable Supervisor and
Teacher to reconstruct the lesson as validly as possible afterwards, in order
to analyze it"22 In my own writing, I have emphasized the importance of
"stable data," a kind of incomplete recording of events from which the partici-
pants can render interpretations and judgments. I have shown, in research,
that a lack of stable data can result in premature judgment and emotional
distortions on the part of the supervisor or observer, as well as the other

"Marr Cogan. b S5i*sn (Bos: Houghton Mfltin, 1973), p. 11.
Robert Godhmm, ClaaalS e* .on Sped Meabod fa r *eS Supoen of Teabe m

(New Yodk Hok Rinemt & WLmnso 1969), p. 83.
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participants?3 What we are really talking about here is making records of
classroom discourse that will allow us to "fix" the action so that we can later
do something with it

Ricoeur reminds us that discourse exists only as temporal and present?
In living speech, the instance of discourse has the character ofa fleeting event
The event appears and disappears. Thus, there is a problem of fixation, of
inscription. Ricoeur argues the hermeneutic over the rational view, "Meaning-
ful action is an object for science only under the condition of a kind of
objectification which is equivalent to the fixation of a discourse bywriting. In
the same way that interlocution is overcome in writing, interaction is over-
come in numerous situations in which we treat action as a fixed textr" In
another sense, human action, like a text, is an open work, the meaning of
which is "in suspense." Because human action "opens up" new references
and receives fresh relevance from them, human deeds are also waiting for
fresh interpretations to decide their meaning. All significant events and deeds
are, in this way, open to practical interpretation through present praxs.

Keeping written records is not a new idea in clinical supervision. In the
early days of the practice, Cogan and Goldhammer espoused the notion; it
was, perhaps, the centerpiece of their substantive theories. During that time,
however, the classroom-observation instruments were extremely popular.2
Cogan, in particular, was caught in this dilemma, and although he used
"verbatim data" in his own practice and teaching, he devotes a chapter to
interaction-analysis systems (most notably Flanders's) in his book (with cau-
tionary warnings). The theoretic issue of "creating a text" calls into question
assumptions about appropriate "data" for classroom records. Most important,
the text issue points to the fatal flaw that we have been operating with in our
practice. Our recorded approximations (classroom narratives, cheddists, and
even verbatim data) are subject to gross distortions because we operate from
a rationalist, even scientistic, point of view in our methods of analysis and
judgment. A hermeneutic understanding of the nature of text (what we take
to be text) and how we can, in good conscience, interpret text, can begin to
get to the basis of this awesome challenge. Bruner emphasizes the need for
understanding narrative, "story grammars," or formal descriptions of the
minimum structure that yields stories or storylike sequences. He mentions
that the "theoretical analysis of text interpretation (by whomever formulated
it and whatever the textual data base of the analysis) yields only hypotheses

"Noreen B. Gannrman, "Clinical Supervislon: Quadcery or Remedy for Proessianl Devtop
ment"lJouma Of M and supma on 1 (Winter 1986): 148-157.

4Paul Rlcoeur, Hertnenul and lbe Humma Sden, ed. and tans. J. B. Thompson (New
York Cambridge Unhversity Pess, 1981).

"Ibidd, p. 322.
'Anita Simnon and E Gil Boyer, Mb'rosfor Beba8kr, MI (PhIladelphia: Research for Better

Schools. 1974).
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about actual readers."2 We might loosely borrow his thesis for supervision
as follows: The supervisor's analysis of teaching (text interpretation) yields
only a hypothesis about what the supervisor thinks about teaching. Basic to
the practice of clinical supervision is the understanding of creating text as the
basis of observation.

ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHING-LEARNING-PROCESS INQUIRY

Cogan describes analysis as follows:

Following the observation, the teacher and the supervisor analyze the events of the
class Itially, they usually perform this task separately Later in the program they may
do so together or with other participants. Decisions as to these procedures are made
with the careful regard for the teacher's developing competencies in clinical supervi-
sion and his needs at the moment.s2

Both Cogan and Goldhammer heavily emphasize "pattern analysis" and "cate
gories" of teaching behavior-that certain elements of any teacher's behavior
tend to be repeated over and over again and that by locating these elements
in the data the supervisor can formulate categories of teaching behavior to
organize the data meaningfully.

Goldhammer suggest that this analysis is based on the assumption that
human behavior is patterned; in certain respects, it is repetitious, and as a
subset of general behavior, teaching is also patterned:

The analytical component of clinical supervision is intended to make it safer-less
whimsical, less arbitrary, less superficda--than supervision of the past And panicularly
when the teacher is trained to participate in analysis of his own teaching, based on the
truest and most comprehensive representations of that teaching that can be created,
his chances of experiencing profit from the enterprise are most favorable.9

Here we begin to see the assumption of the rational or technical world-
view laid over the process of clinical supervision. The use of direct classroom
data and a rigorous analysis of that data has cast the process with a scientific-
like aura, and although Cogan would not ascribe to this process as "doing
science," scholars and practitioners after him proceeded as if it were. °

"Doing science" or analysis is cast in aperformance mode. The assump-
tion is that analysis is performed by moving, coding, and storing information
in systems. The supervisor is directed to perform an analysis (commonly a

3erome Bruner,AaU, Mrds Poraile Wors (Cambridge. Harvard University Press, 1986).
p.5.

CMorris Cogan, Clk/SrSpldon (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973), p. 11.
oert Godhammr, C alc sUpedMexodsfor rbe Spenson of reacds

(New Yod Ho Rinehart & Winston, 1969), pp. 64-65.
FPor an excellent discussion of the ptlls of saclentism In supervisory praice, see Thomas

J Sergov Scence and Scientsm in Supervsion and Teachlng,-Joualof aru4m and
Sup5 /saon 4 (Winter 1989): 93-105. Also see Helen M. Hazi and Noreen B Garmn, "Legalizing
Scdaentsm through Teacher Evaluatlon,"JomnaIofPea lluAon tIn i dsucaon 2 (1988)
7-18
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pattern analysis) on the data and render an inference based on the results I
am suggesting that we treat the text in an inqufry mode.

Dewey posits:

In the genuine operation of inference, the mind is in the attitude of search, of hunting,
of projection, of trying this and that, when the conclusion is reached the search is at
an end. The Greeks used to discuss. "How Is learning (or inquiry) possible? For either
we know already what we are after, and then we do not learn or inqulre or we do not
know, and then we cannot inquire, forwe do not knowwhat to look for " The dilemma
is at least suggestive, for It points to the true alternmative the use in inquiry of doubt,
of tentative suggestion, of experimentation. Ater we have reached the conclusion, a
reconsideration of the steps of the process to see what is helpful, what is harmful, what
is merely useless, assists in dealing more promptly and efficaciously with analogous
problems in the future. In this way the method of organizing thought is built up?'

Dewey writes about the importance of uncertainty and inquiry in educational
practice. His emphasis on reflective thinking is well known these days, as he
suggests that by putting the consequences of different ways and lines of action
before the mind, we can know what we are about when we act. Reflective
thinking converts action that is merely appetitive, blind, and impulsive into
intelligent action.

I have written about the modes of inquiry that I believe are necessary for
supervisory practice. discovery, verification, explanation, interpretation, and
evaluation.3 The concept of modes of inquiry is derived from essentially
different ways of knowing about the events of a classroom encounter.

Dscovery has as a purpose the search for well-articulated phenomena
and appropriate questions inherent in the classroom scenario. The search
often begins by identifying the teacher's stated intent of the lesson and the
signs of consistency or inconsistency as a result of subsequent actions. Sergio-
vanni describes discovery as "the concept of surfacing dilemmas" as we focus
for productive results." The primary emphasis, however, is toward an eclectic
approach free from a predetermined system. The supervisor and teacher
continue to look for a fresh perspective In familiar situations through
discovery.

Verfication, a more or less deductive mode, provides for a degree of
objectivity. After discovering the salient features of the lesson, the supervisor
and teacher must verify the extent to which the discovery was justified. ObJec-

l'John Dewey, How We bink. A R watanemr of te Relatin of Rec*P v rTinkbg to Abe
Edatfe rss (Boston: D. C Heath, 1933), p. 128.

tNoreen B. Garman, "The Clinical Approach to Supervision," In&upavtdn of Teracng, ed
ThomasJ. Sergiovnni (Alexandria, Va. ssociation forSupervision andCurriculum Developent,
1982), pp. 35-52.

'Thomas j. Sergiovanni, 'Toward a Theory of Clinical Supervlslon,"Jownat of R-sbr
and Develomat in ducation 9 (Winter 1976): 20-29.
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tivity (or rather objectification, as Ricoeur describes) is a general frame of
mind that helps each person to assume a more or less detached and somewhat
neutral posture?

ETpunation is both inductive and deductive. Its purpose is to explain
the verified phenomena through inference derived from working with the
text The supervisor and teacher bring their subjective "best estimates" of
what is happening from their own reality base.

Inypretation is the search for meaning in the events under study. The
interpretive mode often provides the way to get to what really matters, to
derive mature interpretations from what has been verified and explained It
is the sanction to go beyond the literal, to look for deeper meanings than the
inferences derived through explanation. The mode here may be reproductive
because the teacher and supervisor are concerned with symbolic acts that
reveal insights about the myths and predispositions ofthose involved. Through
the interpretive mode, the supervisor and teacher can seek deeper significance
beneath the surface content, which may appear trivial. In another sense,
interpretation is a way to sense the trivial from the nontrivial meanings.

Evatuadton, a normative mode, addresses values and judgments about
the events under consideration. Evaluation approaches are used to determine
the effectiveness of a particular action or the worthiness of the meaning.
Evaluation in the form of critical theory can open new insights for the supervi
sor and teacher in looking at the political or social implications of classroom
action. in the broader sense, inquiry in supervision opens the practice to
issues of each participant's orientation. The assumption is that underlying
everyorientation is a definite epistemology, axiology, and ontology. A person's
orientation consists of what he or she believes to be true, to be valuable, and
to be real.3 Evaluation represents the perspective we take on practice, both
teaching and supervision.

THE SUPERVISORY CONFERENCE:
AN EDUCATIVE ACT

Goldhammer says, "All roads lead to the conference. '" Cogan resists a
formal definition of the conference: "The clinical conference defines itself in
its context. It is an integral part of the cycle of supervision." He suggests that
the conference is not a culmination of supervision, nor yet the most important
part of the clinical program. In his images of the conference, he says:

5Paul Ricoeur, Hemeneulks andtbe Human S.deneo, ed and tras. J. B Thompson (New
Yodk Cabridge Unipersity ess, 1981

t
Max van Manen, 1"inking Ways of Knowing with Ways of Being Practical," Curcukan

uy 6 (No. 3, 1977) 205-228.
Robert Goidlamer, Cb t Sincoal S n Spedal Metbod for Ibe Supvntion of Teachers

(New York Holt Rinehan & Winston, 1969), p. 67.
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It is at one and the same time a constituent and development of everything that goes
on before and after it To approach this "contextual definition" from another angle
all working contracts between the teacher and supervisor are "confereacet and should
be imbued with the same purposes and govened by the same policies, care and
forethoughtL 7

In my own writing, I have stated two unpopular interpretations of the confer-
ence as we know it First, the formal conference generally suffers from its
ritualistic nature as part of the school culture. Second, in the literature on
supervision, the conference is vastly overrated as an educative event I do
not advocate eliminating supervisory meetings. But we have put too much
educative stock in the conference. We assume that the conference is the place
where we are going to help the teacher do different things in the classroom.
Witness the vast writing about good "conferencing," suggesting that (1) we
provide prescriptive suggestions for gaps in performance, (2) we tell the
teacher what he or she could have done that wasn't done, (3) we reinforce
the positive aspects of classroom practice, and (4) we label the events so we
can build a vocabulary for professional practice (in other words, help the
teacher develop a language to describe what teaching is about).s These
aspects are all viable, but as for the educative act itself, I think we have to go
far beyond the conference as we now know it

Before we can posit a rationale for the conference as an educative act,
we must come to terms with its ritualistic nature. Conference patterns have
mostly developed over time, and novice supervisors fall into typical scripts
for conducting conferences with teachers. 39 The major flaw of the ritualized
conference is the responsibility the supervisor takes for the conference's
direction. Typically, the supervisor has the records of the class (rarely shared
with the teacher). The supervisor analyzes the classroom data. The supervisor
asks most of the questions, and the teacher gives most of the answers We take
the nature of the supervisory conference for granted.

Cogan uses the term wo*ing conacts to suggest the meetings between
the supervisor and teacher. He calls one of his phases planning withb te
teacher rather than pre-observation conferen. The label suggest a genuine
work session rather than a pro forma conference. This concept of a working
session, with the intent that it be an educative session for both the teacher
and the supervisor, is in order. Besides planning sessions, we might have
study sessions (to understand a particular classroom dilemma better) and
other major work sessions for various purposes. In a sense, the conference
directly following the classroom observation could be a time to plan for a
work session based on the nature of the inquiry. Perhaps, then, what follows

37
bid., p. 196.

3
Patricda E. Holland, "Implicit Assumptions about the Supervisory Confeence A Review and

Analylsi of Uterature,"Jowuat of Cwruadum andSg Mtioe, 4 (Summer 1989)- 362-379.
-'Noreen B. Garman, "Rites and Ritual in Supervisory Conferenes" (woddng paper, Univer-

sity of Pittsburgh, 1987).
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the conference, as the supervisor and teacher work together in earnest, may
mater the most

Here I have outlined embedded theories in the taken-for-granted events
of clinical supervision Of course, many important issues are not included in
these descriptions. We can articulate supervisory practice only as we recognize
the need to articulate a Ianguage for teaching, as we understand the need to
construe the scenarios of teaching for the purpose of supervisory encounters.
First, we must build the languages of teaching4 Then, if we are serious about
what we do, we must recognize how much of supervisory practice is now
tailored to meet administrative convenience and is couched in "scientism"
rather than sound supervisory practice based on moral justification.'4 For
example, it is almost universally accepted that clinical supervision means that
a supervisor will observe a lesson, normally in one classroom period Lesson
generally means an episodic event taken out of context within a longer unit
of study. It is time to consider de unfolding lesson as a major concept in
clinical supervision We must find ways to capture how a teacher unfolds the
content of a particular unit of study and how students, over time, encounter
the content Taking a quick snapshot in that process is no longer good enough.

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

The general perspective of this paper has been the hermeneutic
approach. The supervisor's analysis of teaching (or text interpretation) yields
only hypotheses about what the supervisor thinks about teaching. At some
point in a teacher's career, he or she must become a clinical supervisor
of sorts, because only the actors themselves can render the hermeneutic
knowledge needed to understand teaching. If we identify our role as a teacher,
or a teacher educator, or both, generating this hermeneutic knowledge makes
sense. If we Identify our role as an administrator, a question arises about our
ability to render useful insights into a world we do not live in (in the ontologi-
cal sense), the world of teaching practice. If the "clinic" is the instructive
mode implying a place and time where people practice (or rehearse) to
become more skillful and scholarly about their work, then the participants
agree, for that special period, to become learners-to bracket the experience
of clinical supervision so that the events can be put into textual form, reviewed,
inquired about, and set into perspective. People have a "willingness to strug-
gle" We make a commitment of time, a commitment to looking at the ordinary

4 a oreen EL Garm lnuges of Tachidng for Supervis Practice" (workdng paper,
Utnlvezsl of Pittburgh, 1987).

'nhmsJ . Segovanni, "Toward a Theory of Clnical Supervislon,"Journal of Rea
andDae3pmeU tn Fduca.on 9 (Winter 1976) 20-29.
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with an extraordinary sensibility, a commitment to letting go of our ego and
equilibrium for a while, and a commitment to certain methods and actions
associated with reflection and inquiry. Most of all, we commit to respecting
and caring for the people we work with. These commitments are all part of
the consensual domain of clinical supervision. We can no longer talk of
applying models of supervision and teaching to groups of people. We kid
ourselves if we think otherwise.
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